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The modulation transfer function ~MTF! of radiographic systems is frequently evaluated by mea-
suring the system’s line spread function ~LSF! using narrow slits. The slit method requires precise
fabrication and alignment of a slit and high radiation exposure. An alternative method for deter-
mining the MTF uses a sharp, attenuating edge device. We have constructed an edge device from
a 250-mm-thick lead foil laminated between two thin slabs of acrylic. The device is placed near the
detector and aligned with the aid of a laser beam and a holder such that a polished edge is parallel
to the x-ray beam. A digital image of the edge is processed to obtain the presampled MTF. The
image processing includes automated determination of the edge angle, reprojection, sub-binning,
smoothing of the edge spread function ~ESF!, and spectral estimation. This edge method has been
compared to the slit method using measurements on standard and high-resolution imaging plates of
a digital storage phosphor ~DSP! radiography system. The experimental results for both methods
agree with a mean MTF difference of 0.008. The edge method provides a convenient measurement
of the presampled MTF for digital radiographic systems with good response at low frequencies.
© 1998 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. @S0094-2405~98!00601-4#
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The resolution properties of an imaging system are com-
monly described by its modulation transfer function
~MTF!.1–3 The MTF of a radiographic system has been de-
termined by either evaluating the response of the system to
periodic patterns,4–6 or more commonly, by measuring the
line spread function ~LSF! of the system using a narrow slit
from which the MTF is calculated by Fourier trans-
formation.3,6–16 The use of a slit requires very precise fabri-
cation and alignment of the device in the radiation beam, a
high radiation exposure to allow sufficient transmission
through the narrow slit, and, in most cases, a correction for
the finite slit width.14,17 Additionally, it is usually necessary
to extrapolate the tails of the measured LSF to estimate the
low-frequency response.10,14,18
An alternative method for determining the MTF of a ra-
diographic system is to measure its edge spread function
~ESF! using an opaque object with a straight edge.19–21 The
ESF is then differentiated to obtain the LSF and the MTF
similarly deduced by Fourier transformation. Using a one-
dimensional theoretical model with no noise reduction, Cun-
ningham and Reid showed that the edge method can be su-
perior to the slit method in measuring the low-frequency
response of a radiographic system.22 They further showed
that the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement decreases
with increasing frequency due to the enhancement of noise102 Med. Phys. 25 1, January 1998 0094-2405/98/251by numeric differentiation. In the past, efforts have been
made to reduce noise associated with the edge method mea-
surements by convolving the ESF by the Fourier transform
of a step function to remove the frequencies above a cut-off
spatial frequency;19,23 by averaging multiple edge responses
and further smoothing of the averaged response by a local
rect or Hanning filter;24,25 or by fitting the ESF to a paramet-
ric equation.17,26–28 The former two approaches have not
been applied to radiographic systems and the latter approach
imposes an a priori mathematical form on the measured
MTF and thus prevents observation of any existing detailed
structure.
In this article, we report a method for measuring the pre-
sampled MTF of digital radiographic systems using a thin,
high-precision, attenuating edge test device. The method
uses a local smoothing of the ESF to reduce the noise with-
out a priori knowledge of the response function. Signal av-
eraging over a large portion of the edge is further used to
obtain MTF results with good signal-to-noise ratio. The
method is used to determine the MTF of a digital storage
phosphor ~DSP! radiographic system and the results are
compared to those obtained by a slit method.
One of the complexities in measuring the response of a
digital system, as compared to an analog system, is aliasing
associated with a discrete sampling.8,29 Previous investiga-
tors have slightly angulated their slit test devices with respect102/102/12/$10.00 © 1998 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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called presampled,8 response from various phase shifts of the
slit opening with respect to the image array.10,12,14,30–33 In
order to determine the perpendicular distance from each
pixel to the test device, the exact angle and position of the
test device must be known. In many previous studies, either
the angulation of the test device has been ignored or the
method used to determine this angle has not been fully dis-
closed. In Dobbins et al.,14 the periodic pattern of the maxi-
mum values from a sequence of transverse profiles along the
length of a slit was used to determine the slit angle. Most
recently, Boone et al. have described an iterative method to
deduce an angle of either a slit or a sinusoidal test pattern
with respect to the image array.34
In this work, the edge device is slightly angulated with
respect to the pixel array, as in previous methods using slits.
The exact angle of the edge in a digital radiograph of the
device is then determined with a precision of 0.02° using a
double Hough transformation followed by an iterative MTF
maximization algorithm. To reduce noise, two-dimensional
~2D! data from a region along the edge is reprojected to a
one-dimensional ~1D! array of bins.35 Since the 2D data oc-
curs at various distances from the angled edge, the reprojec-
tion can be done with bins smaller than the pixel size. Small
reprojection bins are used to prevent aliasing in the estima-
tion of the presampled MTF.29
II. EDGE MEASUREMENT METHOD
In the following subsections, we describe the design and
fabrication of a radiographic edge test device, the experimen-
tal procedure for aligning the device and acquiring edge im-
ages, and the image processing procedure used to obtain the
presampled MTF.
A. Edge device design and construction
An attenuating, thin, high precision edge test device was
fabricated to measure the edge spread function ~ESF! of the
system ~Fig. 1!. A 250-mm-thick lead foil ~Goodfellows,
Cambridge, England! was used as the attenuating material.
The foil was 5310 cm2 with a purity of 99.95%. For such
thickness, the attenuation was assessed to be 85% for a typi-
cal 115 kVp polychromatic x-ray beam using a computa-
tional model as described in Sec. III B.
Since lead is soft and can easily be deformed, the lead foil
was laminated between two 1-mm-thick slabs of Acrylic us-
ing an epoxy-based glue ~Git-Rot, Boatlife, Old Bethpage,
NY!. This particular glue was chosen for its low viscosity
which allows a uniform spread of the glue and minimizes the
formation of air bubbles in the lamination process. An edge
of the laminated lead foil was then milled perpendicular to
the flat side of the laminate and polished in multiple steps
with decreasing particle size diamond grits down to micron-
level smoothness. Polishing was done with light pressure and
at each step the edge was cleaned and examined with a met-
allurgical microscope for local surface variations and
scratches. Special care was taken to prevent embedding the
soft surface of the lead with extraneous materials.36Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 1998B. Edge image acquisition
In order to achieve accurate and reproducible positioning
of the edge device in the x-ray beam, a holder was designed
and fabricated ~Fig. 1!. The holder is made of two 6.35-mm-
thick Lucite frames. The upper frame holds the edge device
in place while the lower one acts as a base upon which the
upper frame and the edge can be tilted using three adjust-
ment screws.
The alignment procedure is undertaken in three steps, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. First, the central axis of the x-ray beam
is identified. Small metal markers are placed on the face of
FIG. 1. The edge test device and its holder. The edge device is made of a
250-mm-thick lead foil laminated between two sheets of Acrylic. The edge
of the laminate was milled and polished to form a smooth perpendicular
surface. The holder, that was used to position and align the edge device in
the x-ray beam, is made of two Lucite frames. The lower, larger frame acts
as a base upon which the upper frame and the edge device can be tilted
through three adjustment screws.
FIG. 2. The schematic of the three-step alignment procedure for the edge
device. In the first step, the central axis of the x-ray beam is identified. In the
second step, the edge device is positioned at the intersection of the axis with
the image plane and a laser beam is pointed toward the edge along the
direction of the axis. In the final step, the edge device is tilted until the
reflecting laser beam coincides with the incident laser beam.
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central ray according to the collimator light. A radiograph is
taken to identify any misalignment of the central axes of the
light beam and the x-ray beam. The edge device is then
secured on the holder and placed on the receptor so that the
center of its polished edge is at the intersection of the central
axis of the x-ray beam with the receptor. The edge is oriented
either vertically or horizontally, depending on the direction
along which the MTF is being measured, with slight angula-
tion ~1°–6°!.
In the second step, a laser pointer is placed at the face of
the collimator with the source of the laser beam on the x-ray
central axis. The laser is then pointed to a spot within 1–2
mm distance from the center of the edge. The reflection of
the laser beam off the edge surface is then identified by lo-
cating the laser reflection spot on the collimator face. Finally,
in the third step, the edge device is tilted with the help of the
adjustment screws on the holder until the reflection spot co-
incides with the incident laser beam. This procedure assures
that the polished edge, the source of the laser beam, and the
focal spot are all on the same straight line and that the inci-
dent x-ray beam is perpendicular to the surface of the recep-
tor and parallel to its polished edge.
After the edge device is properly aligned, a radiograph of
the device is taken with an exposure of about 7–9 mR. The
radiographic technique factors should allow a transmission
of about 5%–15% through the lead ~i.e., 90–115 kVp with
3.0 mm aluminum filtration!. A small focal spot, a long
source-to-image distance ~SID!, and the closest possible dis-
tance between the edge device and the detector should be
used to reduce the focal spot blur.
C. Edge image processing
After the image of the edge device is acquired, the digital
image data is transferred to a computer and processed to
obtain the presampled MTF. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the pro-
cessing includes one pre-processing and three processing
steps, namely angle determination ~step 1!, reprojection ~step
2!, and ESF to MTF transformation ~step 3!, in conjunction
with an iterative MTF maximization operation.
In the pre-processing step, an 838 cm2 subregion of the
acquired image containing only the data from the edge is
extracted from the transferred radiograph @Fig. 4~a!#. In a
manner similar to a previous work,37 a exponential-to-linear
transformation is performed on the digital data to obtain the
relative deposited-energy data using
I~x ,y ,E !5k10D~x ,y ,E !L/2
n
, ~1!
where D(x ,y ,E) is the n-bit, log-based-10 digital data of the
transferred image as a function of its coordinates in the im-
age plane, x and y , and the deposited energy in the pixel, E;
L is the latitude in powers of 10 for the output data; I(x ,y ,E)
is the linear deposited-energy data; and k is a scale factor
calculated as 331042L to map the data such that the maxi-
mum value of D is transformed to a large 16-bit integerMedical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 1998value. Most digital radiographic systems can provide image
data in the form of D(x ,y ,E); however, the appropriate val-
ues for n and L may vary.
In the first processing step, the position and orientation of
the edge line in the image are estimated. First, the gray-scale
image is converted to an 8-bit binary image by supplying a
threshold value computed as the average of the signals from
the two sides of the edge image @Fig. 4~b!#. A gradient op-
eration is performed on the 8-bit binary image to acquire a
binary line image of the edge transition @Fig. 4~c!#. The angle
and position of the edge transition is then found with the aid
of the Hough transformation.
The Hough transformation has previously been used as a
technique for detection of curves and lines in images.38,39 In
this work, the Duda and Hart adaptation of the transform was
implemented.40,41 Each non-zero data point in the binary im-
age is transformed to a curve in polar coordinate space. The
curves associated with collinear data points intersect at a
point in the polar coordinate corresponding to the angle and
position of the line with respect to a reference point in the
image. In practice, the accuracy in determining the angle of a
straight line is limited by the discrete sampling in the origi-
nal image and in the Hough domain. In addition, imperfec-
tion in the straightness of the line may cause the intersection
FIG. 3. The processing steps from the digital edge image to the presampled
MTF. The data is processed through a pre-processing and three processing
steps. The MTF maximization algorithm is added to increase the precision
in determination of the edge angle for reprojection of the data to 0.02°.
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angle and the position of a straight line can be found by
identifying the maximum of the intersecting pattern in the
Hough domain @Fig. 4~d!#.
In order to assure sufficient precision in the estimation of
the angle and position of the edge transition, the gradient line
image is passed through the Hough transformation twice.
First, the binary line image is transformed within a 6180°
range with an angular sampling of 1°. A second pass through
the transformation is then carried out within a 610° subre-
gion surrounding the first estimate to obtain the edge angle
with an improved precision of 0.1° @Fig. 4~d!#.
In the second processing step, the ESF is obtained by
reprojecting the gray-level data of the original linearized im-
age along the direction of the estimated angle into a one-
dimensional array of sub-pixel elements.35 Since the edge is
placed obliquely with respect to the pixel array, individual
rows across the edge are shifted relative to the edge position.
The average of a large number of rows with a phase shift can
be used to acquire the non-aliased ~or presampled! ESF of
the system, as explained below.
Referring to Fig. 5, if individual rows are reprojected at
the correct angle of the edge, for each row reprojected, the
true ESF of the system as a function of the distance from the
edge, s , is sampled as
FIG. 4. Edge angle determination. ~a! An edge image block extracted from a
radiograph of the edge test device ~techniques are as specified in Fig. 11!.
~b! The output of the thresholding operation of the edge image. c! The
output of the gradient operation. The one-pixel-thick white line in the image
is the segmented edge transition. ~c! The results of the second Hough trans-
formation of the binary line image. The maximum of the converging pattern
in the center of the image identifies the position and angle of the edge
transition in the polar coordinate with an angular precision of 0.1°.Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 1998E j
i5E ESF~s !d~s1ip sin u2 jp cos u!ds , ~2!
where E j
i is a set of discrete samples of the function ESF(s)
for pixels in the ith row at a distance s(i , j)5p( j cos u
2i sin u) from the edge, i is the row number, j is the column
number, p is the pixel dimension which is assumed to be the
same in both orthogonal directions, and u is the reprojection
angle. E j
i array corresponding to different rows, i , are dis-
placed by varying amounts in the distance s(i , j), as illus-
trated in Fig. 5. When N rows are reprojected, the sampling
points are accumulated on the s axis, forming a composite
pattern of finely spaced, discrete samples of the ESF, Ei j . In
general, these samples are not uniformly distributed over the
s axis. The spacing distribution depends on the pixel dimen-
sion, p , the size of the image array, N , and the reprojection
angle, u. The Ei j samples can be reordered and collected into
bins with a spatial width of Ds as
ESFk5
1
nk
(
i j
Ei j bin~s~ i , j !2kDs !, ~3!
where nk is the number of pixels whose distance from the
edge, s(i , j), falls within (k2 12)Ds and (k1 12)Ds , and
FIG. 5. Reprojection and binning of the two-dimensional edge image data
into a one-dimensional trace perpendicular to the edge.
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value of 1 for us(i , j)2kDsu<Ds/2, and zero, elsewhere.
In general, for a finite image array and a small reprojec-
tion angle, nk varies for different bins. For a given reprojec-
tion angle, the variation in nk depends on the bin width, Ds ,
and the pixel dimension, p . If Ds;p , a large number of
reprojected pixels are averaged within each bin and the
reprojection/binning operation is equivalent to a periodic
sampling of the presampled ESF with a large, uniform aper-
ture. Noise in the measured ESF is small due to averaging of
a large number of pixels, but the large aperture causes poor
spatial frequency response. If Ds!p , the average number of
reprojected pixels within each bin is markedly reduced; the
ESF will be finely sampled, but noise may become objec-
tionable. For extremely small Ds , some bins may accumu-
late no pixels. To avoid these two extreme cases, the Ds/p
value can be devised to accumulate a sufficiently large num-
ber of pixels within each bin while still providing good fre-
quency response.
In this work, a sub-pixel spatial bin width of Ds50.1p
was used, which was ascertained to provide an acceptable
trade-off between the sampling uniformity and noise, on one
hand, and sampling frequency, on another hand. This sub-
pixel sampling rate was also found to be sufficient to prevent
errors associated with finite-element differentiation21 and
undersampling.29 The reprojection is done along a 5 cm
length of the edge in a 535 cm2 block surrounding the mid-
point of the edge line. For image arrays with 200 and 100
mm pixel dimensions, this results in approximately 25 and 50
pixels to be reprojected and averaged within each bin, re-
spectively. These numbers remain reasonably constant as the
reprojection angle varies. Consequently, in our method, as
opposed to more angle-sensitive methods,33 there are no spe-
cific requirements for the relative angle of the edge with the
image array; the edge can be placed at any angle. The only
exceptions are angles u5tan21(1/n)6k(p/2) for which one
pixel in one direction ~horizontal or vertical! corresponds to
exactly n pixels in its perpendicular direction, where n is an
integer between 0 and 9 for a subpixel bin width of Ds
50.1p . Zero and 45 degrees are such exceptions.
The ESFk array is then smoothed by utilizing a fourth-
order, Gaussian-weighted, moving polynomial fit @Fig. 6~a!#.
The use of local smoothing does not confine the ESF to a
particular mathematical form. For each element in the ESFk
array, a polynomial function is fit using adjacent elements
and the initial element value is replaced with the value pre-
dicted by the fit. A least-squares fit is employed for which
values near the center-point are strongly weighted by enter-
ing a different variance value for each point.42 The weighting
function is a Gaussian in the form of
f ~ i !5expF2S 4i
w21 D
2G , ~4!
where w is the window width and i is a local variable defined
within @2(w21)/(2),(w21)/(2)# . A fixed window width
of 17 elements was used in this study. The polynomial orderMedical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 1998and the window width were chosen based on a test per-
formed on simulated edge images discussed in Sec. III B.
In the third processing step, the smoothed ESFk array is
processed to obtain the presampled MTF. First, the array is
numerically differentiated with a standard central-difference
algorithm to obtain the LSF @Fig. 6~b!# using
LSFk5
ESFk112ESFk21
2Ds . ~5!
To remove the effects of low-frequency nonuniformities of-
ten associated with the heel effect, the baseline of the LSF is
subtracted using a linear fit to the 10-nm-long portions of the
LSF tails. The baseline subtraction is different from the ex-
trapolation of the LSF tails in several respects. First, the data
used for baseline correction is outside the range of the data
used to determine the MTF from the LSF; the complete LSF
data has a spatial extend of about 50 mm from which only
FIG. 6. ~a! The ESF computed from Fig. 4~a! obtained by reprojecting the
linearized data along the edge direction into a perpendicular trace and re-
sampling it into 0.1 subpixel bins. The smoothed ESF was obtained by a
Gaussian-weighted moving 4th-order polynomial fit with a window width of
17 bins ~1.7 pixels!. The slight effects of the smoothing can be observed at
the ‘‘attenuated’’ side of the ESF ~note the reverse relationship between the
data and the exposure level!. ~b! The LSF obtained by numerical differen-
tiation of the smoothed and non-smoothed ESFs. The effects of the ESF
smoothing are much more apparent in the LSF.
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sider the Hanning window width described below!. Second,
this process only removes the background trend, affecting
only the lowest frequencies in the MTF, without imposing
any functional form to the tails.
After correcting for the baseline trend, a Hanning filter41
with a window width of 20 mm is applied to the LSF to
establish a sampling rate of 0.05 cycles/mm in the frequency
domain and to eliminate the high-frequency content of the
measurement not associated with the edge transition ~i.e.,
noise in the tails of the LSF!. The presampled MTF is then
obtained by a fast Fourier transform ~FFT!41 of the LSF. The
MTF is normalized to its value at zero frequency.
The presampled MTF obtained through the three process-
ing steps described above is very sensitive to the determina-
tion of the edge angle. The precision in the edge angle de-
termination is further improved to 0.02° by an iterative MTF
maximization algorithm ~Fig. 3!. 17 different MTFs are com-
puted for different reprojection angles within a 60.16° sub-
region surrounding the estimate obtained by the double
Hough transformation. Each MTF is integrated within the
spatial frequency interval of 0–2 cycles/mm. The angle as-
sociated with the maximum of the MTF integral is then iden-
tified as the best estimate for the edge angle, and its corre-
sponding MTF, for the final result. It should be noted that for
most cases, the result of the MTF maximization algorithm is
identical to or within 60.04° of that obtained by the double
Hough transformation.
III. EVALUATION OF THE METHOD USING
SIMULATED IMAGES
We have used computer-simulated images of an edge de-
vice to evaluate different processing steps of our method.
Within 5123512 pixel array, the edge transition was defined
by a 5.5° straight line passing through the center of the im-
age dividing it into two distinct regions with different aver-
age pixel values. The simulated images were formed both
with constant pixel values at these regions and with super-
imposed Poisson statistical fluctuations surrounding the av-
erage pixel value in each region.
A. Simulated edge image without noise
An edge image with constant pixel values of 100 and
1000 corresponding to an edge device with 10% transmis-
sion was analyzed using the methods described in Sec. II C.
A pixel size of 200 mm was assumed and no smoothing was
used for the ESF. Figure 7 illustrates the resultant ESF, LSF,
and presampled MTF. The ESF is very similar to a step
function, differing only in that an intermediate value appears
at the edge transition due to the discrete nature of the analy-
sis method. The numerical differentiation of the ESF leads to
a LSF with a triangular shape and a width of four subpixels
~0.08 mm!, as illustrated in Fig. 7~a!. The Fourier transform
of a triangle function with a total width of 4Ds is a sinc2
function with its first zero value at 1/2Ds .43 Similarly, the
MTF evaluated from this simulated image is very similar to
a sinc2 function with it first zero at 25 cycles/mm @Fig. 7~b!#.Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 1998In this idealized case, the dampening of high frequencies is
less than 9% within 0–5 cycles/mm, the frequency range that
is relevant to most current radiographic applications. A finer
subbinning of the reprojected ESF data would reduce the
high-frequency dampening effect at the expense of a higher
level of noise as discussed in Sec. II C.
The simulated noise-less image was also used to observe
the error in the computed MTF as a result of error in the
reprojection angle. In a sequence of runs, the reprojection
angle was artificially altered in 0.01° increments around the
angle correctly estimated by the angle determination algo-
rithm ~5.5°!. No smoothing was used for the ESF. Figure 8
illustrates the results. For errors in the reprojection angle
more than 60.04°, multiple intermediary values appear in
the ESF transition and the zero of the MTF occurs at a lower
frequency. Based on these results, a precision of 0.02° was
considered sufficient for the angle determination. As de-
scribed in Sec. II C, this precision was achieved by an itera-
tive MTF maximization algorithm following a double Hough
transformation.
FIG. 7. The ESF, LSF ~a!, and presampled MTF ~b! obtained by processing
a simulated edge image with a step-function edge transition and constant
pixel values.
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The influence of quantum noise in the image is of concern
for any method of measuring the MTF for radiographic sys-
tems. Computer-simulated images of an edge device into
which Poisson noise was added were used to evaluate the
propagation of quantum image noise to the MTF in our
method. Simulated images were first made as in Sec. III A
FIG. 8. The presampled MTF of a noise-less simulated edge image as a
function of deviation of the reprojection angle from the true angle of the
edge in the image.Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 1998with values of 1000 for all the pixels in the nonattenuated
region of the image and 1000t for all the pixels in the opaque
region (t5transmission). Random fluctuations were then
added to each pixel by sampling a Poisson distribution func-
tion having a mean equal to the pixel value in the region ~i.e.,
1000 or 1000t! using a random number generator. For 200
mm pixels, this corresponds to a noise equivalent quanta
~NEQ! of 25 000 mm22, about 1/10th the value encountered
experimentally in radiographic applications.
In order to choose the polynomial order and the window
width for our Gaussian-weighted, moving polynomial
smoothing of the ESF, a simulated edge image with noise
having a 10% transmission (t50.1) was analyzed with vari-
ous combinations of these smoothing parameters. Only even-
order polynomials were examined. Figure 9 shows the result-
ant MTFs. It is evident that more rigorous smoothing of the
ESF produces a less noisy MTF at the expense of dampening
the high-frequency response. From these results, a fourth-
order polynomial and a window width of 17 subpixels ~1.7
pixels! were identified to reduce noise while maintaining the
dampening of the high-frequency response within the 0–5
cycles/mm frequency range to less than 13%. The FWHM of
this window width is approximately 6.7 subpixels ~0.67 pix-
els!.FIG. 9. The effects of the smoothing parameters for the Gaussian-weighted moving polynomial fit of the ESF on the resulting presampled MTF. The data were
obtained from a simulated edge image with Poisson noise superimposed, corresponding to an edge transmission of 10% and a noise equivalent quanta ~NEQ
of 25 000 mm22. ~a! Without smoothing, ~b! 2nd-order polynomial, ~c! 4th-order polynomial, and ~d! 6th-order polynomial. The window widths are specified
in units of subpixels ~1 subpixel50.1 pixel!.
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ing radiographic systems is the edge transmission, dictated
by its thickness and the applied beam quality. In order to
determine the influence of edge transmission in our method,
simulated edge images with Poisson noise superimposed
were generated corresponding to edge devices with different
transmissions. The images were analyzed and the root-mean-
square ~rms! of the difference between each presampled
MTF and the ideal response of Fig. 7~b! was calculated. Re-
sults were obtained both without smoothing of the ESF and
with smoothing, using the smoothing parameters specified
above. Figure 10 shows the calculated rms difference as a
function of edge transmission. The rms noise measure is ex-
pected to be directly proportional to average noise and in-
versely to the edge contrast. The data of Fig. 10 was thus fit
to an equation of the form
rms~ t !5
c
AN0
SA11t12t D , ~6!
where t is the edge transmission, N0 is the average pixel
value in the non-attenuated side of the edge image, and c is
a proportionality constant. The values for c in the measured
MTF with and without ESF smoothing were determined to
be 0.6 and 1.33, respectively.
In general, the noise in the MTF increases with the edge
transmission. As shown in Fig. 10, high transmission values
can lead to objectionable noise in the measured MTF as a
result of signal reduction. However, transmission values of
less than a few percent are experimentally impractical. In
practice, the edge transmission should be less than 0.5, and a
transmission less than 0.2 will insure that the noise is within
30% of its minimum value at t50.0. In this work, we used a
250-mm-thick lead edge device. Using a semiempirical x-ray
spectra model that accounts for both characteristic x-ray and
bremsstrahlung radiation,44,45 the transmission through 250
mm lead was predicted to be within 0.05 to 0.15 for a 90–
115 kVp x-ray beam.
FIG. 10. The root-mean-square ~rms! difference of the presampled MTF,
calculated with respect to the ideal case of Fig. 7~b!, as a function of edge
transmission. The data were obtained using simulated edge images with
Poisson noise superimposed, corresponding to various edge transmission
values and a noise equivalent quanta ~NEQ! of 25 000 mm22.Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 1998IV. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF EDGE AND
SLIT METHODS
A. Comparison methods
Ideally, the experimentally determined presampled MTF
of a radiographic system should be the same whether mea-
sured with an edge device or a slit device. To examine this,
our edge method and an established slit method were applied
to the same radiographic system. The measurements were
performed at the Health Imaging Research Laboratory of the
Eastman Kodak Company using a digital storage phosphor
~DSP! radiography system ~Kodak Ektascan Storage Phos-
phor Reader, Model-400!. A 18324 cm2 standard resolution,
General Purpose, imaging plate ~Kodak, GP-25! and a simi-
lar size high resolution, High Definition, imaging plate
~Kodak, HD! were employed for both measurements using a
pixel size of 100 mm. The presampled MTF was determined
in both the laser-scan and the plate-scan directions.
The edge images were acquired using the acquisition pro-
cedure specified in Sec. II B using a 90 kVp x-ray beam with
3.0 mm added aluminum filtration, 5.0 mAs, a 0.6 mm focal
spot size, and a source-to-image distance ~SID! of 183 cm.
The exposure was measured in air to be 9.5 mR at the edge
surface. The 179232392 array of 16-bit-stored, 12-bit log-
scaled data were transferred to a Unix workstation ~Sun
Sparc 2! and linearized using Eq. ~1! with a latitude (L)
value of 4.0. The edge images were then processed as out-
lined in Sec. II C to obtain the presampled MTF of the sys-
tem for each specified direction.
The slit measurements were performed on identical imag-
ing plates using the angulated slit technique described by
Fujita et al.33 A dedicated, prealigned slit exposure apparatus
originally designed for precise laboratory measurement of
the MTF for conventional screen-film systems was used to
acquire the slit images.3 This slit aperture was made of two
2-mm-thick, 12.5-mm-long platinum jaws. The slit width
was 10 mm. Since in this experimental setup the slit device
was fixed, a cassette angulation device was added behind the
slit to rotate the storage phosphor cassette about 1.5° in order
to create an apparent angulated slit while preserving the in-
tegrity and alignment of the slit exposure device. The expo-
sures for the measurements in the laser-scan and the plate-
scan directions were acquired by 90° rotation of the cassette.
The slit exposures were made using a 90 kVp x-ray beam
with 3.0 mm added aluminum filtration ~identical to the edge
measurements!, 160 mAs, a 1.2 mm focal spot size, and a
source-to-image distance ~SID! of 72 cm. The mAs was cho-
sen so that the tails of the LSF were represented down to
approximately 0.2% of the LSF maximum.
From the image data, a composite LSF was synthesized
using a method similar to Fujita et al.33 First the data in the
vicinity of the slit center (62.5 mm) was converted to a
linear scale using a log latitude of 4. Each individual scan-
line LSF was fit to a functional form using a nonlinear least-
squares algorithm.42 The fitting function was a convolution
of an exponential and a Gaussian function ~note that this
form is different from a combination of these functions as
used by Yin et al.32!. The exponential function represents the
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Gaussian function represents either the Gaussian profile of
the laser beam in the plate-scan direction and/or the higher
order Bessel filter used as an antialiasing filter in the laser-
scan direction. Consequently, the convolution of these func-
tions provides a very good representation of the line spread
function for storage phosphor systems. This fit was used to
predict the peak location of each undersampled LSF as well
as the peak amplitude, baseline offset, and the characteristic
widths of the exponential and the Gaussian functions. A lin-
ear least-squares fit to the peak location for each scan line in
the slit was then used to calculate the angle of the slit. The
composite LSF was subsequently calculated by reprojecting
the individual undersampled LSFs along the direction of the
estimated angle into a one-dimensional array. A discrete
Fourier transformation ~DFT! was then performed on the
baseline-corrected LSF data, normalized at zero spatial fre-
quency, to obtain the presampled MTF. It should be noted
that since the error in the MTF due to the finite slit width was
less than 1% up to the spatial frequency of 5 cycles/mm
~assuming a rect function for the slit aperture!, no sinc cor-
rection was applied in these measurements.
B. Comparison results
Figures 11 and 12 show the measured presampled MTF in
the laser-scan and the plate-scan directions for the GP and
HD plates using the edge and slit methods. The directions are
approximate since the devices were slightly angulated from
the true horizontal and vertical directions. The slit method
results are averages of three independent measurements on
the same imaging plates, while those from the edge method
are from single measurements. For both the GP and the HD
plates, the MTFs in the plate-scan direction were slightly
higher than those in the laser-scan direction, similar to pre-
vious measurements on DSP systems.14 In both directions,
FIG. 11. The presampled MTF of a digital storage phosphor system ~Kodak
Ektascan Storage Phosphor Reader, Model-400! for two kinds of phosphor
plates ~Kodak, GP-25 and HD! determined using the edge and slit methods
in the laser-scan direction. Identical phosphor plates, readout pixel size ~100
mm!, and beam quality ~90 kVp, 3.0 mm aluminum filtration! were used in
all the measurements. The results from the slit method are averages of three
independent measurements, while those from the edge method are from
single measurements. ~Edge method: 0.6 mm focal spot, SID 183 cm, 5.0
mAs; Slit method: 1.2 mm focal spot, SID 72 cm, 160 mAs!.Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 1998the HD plate exhibited significantly higher modulation re-
sponse than the GP plate since a HD plate is approximately
half as thick as a standard GP plate.46
The results for the edge and slit methods were similar.
Within the frequency range of 0–5 cycles/mm, the MTF val-
ues obtained with the two methods were compared at 0.01
cycles/mm intervals. For a given spatial frequency, the MTF
response from the slit method was slightly higher than that
from the edge method. The MTF differences observed for all
measurements ~i.e., the GP and HD plates in both directions!
varied within @20.008, 0.025# with a mean difference of
0.0085 and a root-mean-square ~rms! difference of 0.01093.
For a given MTF response, the spatial frequency from the
slit method was slightly higher than that from the edge
method. Table I tabulates the measured frequencies at MTF
values of 0.5 and 0.1. On a relative scale, the edge method
results had less than 2% deviation from the slit method re-
sults, with a range extending from approximately 1.5% at
lower frequencies to about 3%–4% beyond the Nyquist fre-
quency.
V. DISCUSSION
In order to objectively evaluate and compare the perfor-
mance of digital radiographic systems and to provide essen-
tial information for image enhancement, accurate and conve-
nient techniques are required to assess the MTF of these
FIG. 12. The presampled MTF of a digital storage phosphor system ~Kodak
Ektascan Storage Phosphor Reader, Model-400! for two kinds of phosphor
plates ~Kodak, GP-25 and HD! determined using the edge and slit methods
in the plate-scan direction ~also see the caption of Fig. 11!.
TABLE I. A comparison of MTF measurement for a digital radiographic
system ~Kodak Ektascan Storage Phosphor Reader, Model-400! acquired by
the slit and the edge methods in the laser-scan and the plate-scan directions
~also see the caption of Fig. 11!.
GP Plate HR Plate
Laser-scan
cycles/mm
Plate-scan
cycles/mm
Laser-scan
cycles/mm
Plate-scan
cycles/mm
MTF of 0.5 1.27 slit 1.30 slit 1.92 slit 2.17 slit1.22 edge 1.30 edge 1.87 edge 2.10 edge
MTF of 0.1 3.42 slit 3.83 slit 4.46 slit 5.50 slit3.27 edge 3.78 edge 4.35 edge 5.32 edge
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over many years as the conventional method to measure the
MTF of a radiographic system with high accuracy.6–10,33 The
edge method has also been recognized as a method to mea-
sure the MTF20,47 and applied to computed tomography
~CT!28,48,49 as well as optical and photographic
systems.19,23–27,50–52 However, the application of the method
to radiographic systems has not been fully developed and its
value has been acknowledged in only a limited number of
recent publications.17,21 We have shown in this paper that the
edge method is an accurate and practical alternative for mea-
suring the MTF of digital radiographic systems.
The physical attributes of an edge test device offer advan-
tages when compared with a slit device. A slit test device is
usually made of two polished edges spaced parallel to each
other. The slit width is in the order of tens of micrometers
~usually 10–12 mm! and its thickness along the direction of
the incident x-ray beam is in the order of millimeters ~i.e., 2
mm!.3,6,10,13,14,16,18,33 An edge device, in contrast, is made of
only one polished edge, and its thickness can be less than a
millimeter ~i.e., 250 mm in this study!. Physical imperfec-
tions in fabrication of either of these test devices can degrade
the precision of the measurement. However, the edge method
is theoretically less sensitive to such imperfections. As a hy-
pothetical example, a 1 mm imperfection along a typical 10-
mm-wide slit causes a 10% variation in the slit width. Such
variations in the form of non-uniformities along the length of
a slit have been encountered experimentally and normaliza-
tion schemes are incorporated to correct for their degrading
effects.14,29 By comparison, a similar 1 mm-level imperfec-
tion in an edge device causes only a slight blur to that extend
in the measured response which is in most cases inconse-
quential.
Another physical attribute of the slit and edge devices is
their thickness which imposes a requirement on the proper
alignment of the test device in the x-ray beam. Slit devices
are made of thick attenuator material in order to reduce the
transmission through the sides of the slit and allow measure-
ment of the signal in the tails of the LSF. In contrast, an edge
device can be made of a much thinner material since the
information in the tails of the LSF is amplified by the differ-
entiation step. As a consequence, alignment of an edge test
device is less sensitive than a slit device. As an example, a
0.1° tilt of a typical 10-mm-wide, 2-mm-thick slit device
with respect to the incident x-ray beam leads to a penumbra
of 7.0 mm ~70% of the slit width! for both edges of the slit
which significantly effects transmission through the slit. By
comparison, a 0.1° tilt of a 250-mm-thick edge device causes
a penumbra of only 0.44 mm which is inconsequential.
The measurement of the low-frequency response of a sys-
tem constitutes another advantage of the edge method com-
pared to the slit method. In the slit method, the data for the
low-frequency response is derived from information in the
tails of the measured LSF. However, the number of detected
quanta in the LSF tails is limited because of low transmis-
sion at the opaque regions of the slit device. In order to
overcome this difficulty, a combination of two techniques is
used, namely multiple-slit exposures, and approximation ofMedical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 1, January 1998the tail region by truncating the LSF and extrapolating the
truncated LSF according to an a priori exponential form.9,18
Although the LSF extrapolation method can be employed
successfully for well-behaved systems,33 the results can be
misleading since the estimated MTF at low spatial frequen-
cies is a result of the extrapolation procedure and not the true
behavior of the system. A recent study, for example, reports
up to 2.5% discrepancy in the measured MTF for DSP sys-
tems as a result of the extrapolation procedure.14 In contrast,
a large number of quanta contributes to the tails of the LSF
in the edge method. Consequently, the edge method can pro-
vide a more accurate estimation of the MTF at low frequen-
cies. We consider the edge method to be the preferred ap-
proach for measuring the low-frequency response of a
radiographic system.
In contrast, the slit method is superior to the edge method
in measuring the high-frequency response of a radiographic
system.22 This limitation of the edge method is understood to
be a consequence of noise amplification associated with the
numerical differentiation procedure which is an integral part
of the method.25,33 In our edge method, a number of process-
ing steps were devised to reduce noise including signal av-
eraging, subpixel binning, local smoothing of the ESF data,
and windowing the LSF. The results demonstrate that this
deficit of the edge method can be controlled with acceptable
noise for spatial frequencies up to 7 cycles/mm. However, a
more rigorous assessment of the performance of a radio-
graphic system might be achieved by utilizing both the edge
and slit methods to fully characterize the resolution proper-
ties of the system.
It should be noted that the edge method we have used
does not measure the very low-frequency response of a sys-
tem which is often associated with scattered radiation or light
glare effects.53 In order to control noise in the MTF, we
limited the length of the reprojection to 610 mm from the
edge and employed a Hanning window function in this
range. This limits the frequency increments of the MTF to
0.05 cycles/mm and the spectral resolution to about 0.1
cycles/mm. Additionally, this insures that the data analyzed
is close enough to the edge to consider the edge infinite in
length. The resultant MTF was further normalized to its
value at zero frequency. Therefore, in our method, the effects
of glare which extend over long distances were eliminated.
Other tests33,54 can be implemented in conjunction with our
method to evaluate the glare response of a system.
It can be concluded that the edge method is a simple and
accurate method for measuring the low- and mid-frequency
response of the system and in the high-frequency region pro-
vides adequate results. The lower susceptibility of the edge
method to physical imperfections of the test device and im-
precision in the alignment procedure suggests that the edge
method is a more practical approach in measuring the MTF
of radiographic systems in the field. Even in a laboratory
setting, the method might be more applicable when ex-
tremely small pixel sizes are used, such as in digital mam-
mography systems.17 Consequently, we believe the edge
method to be an effective approach for determining the reso-
lution properties of a digital radiographic system.
112 Samei, Flynn, and Reimann: Measuring presampled MTF of digital radiographic systems 112VI. CONCLUSION
A method is described to determine the presampled MTF
of digital radiographic systems using a sharp, attenuating
edge device. The method provides a reproducible measure-
ment of the presampled MTF. The results are equivalent to
those obtained by established slit measurements. The sim-
plicity and practicality of the method allows routine and ac-
curate determination of presampled MTF for digital radio-
graphic systems.
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